MÁLAGA - Eurorando Andalucía 2016

GR 7 (E4)

Organizer or Territorial Delegation:
FAM Malaga Delegation and five federates clubs

Activity data:
Date: 6-3-2016
Participants: 149
Kilometres: 61.5 km
Clubs and routes: 5
Complete information about the trails and tracks in the web


Description:
The Delegation has organized five routes at the stages of the GR-7 passing through the province of Malaga by the following clubs:

Hikers Association “Pasos Largos” made two stages: Arriate- Ronda - Montejaque (14.5 Km), attended by 36 participants.

Mountaineering Group 17 from Velez Malaga made the stage Riogordo - Villanueva del Cauche (21.3 Km), attended by 80 participants of the club Perianda and neighbours from Periana town.

Walker group Prisma made two stages with two groups: Cuevas Bajas - Villanueva de Algaidas (9.4 Km), attended by 15 participants and members of the Group “Pateando Sendero” from Cuevas Bajas Trails; and Villanueva de Tapias - Villanueva de Algaidas (16.3 Km) attended by 18 participants including neighbours from Villanueva de Algaidas. These two routes ended together at Villanueva de Algaidas, where lunch of fraternization was offered.